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ANALYTICS
How to accelerate innovation by unlocking the value of data?

I-Like Machines and data value

How to receive and to use data from machines?

How to accelerate innovation by unlocking the value of data? How to receive data and take value from them? Holonix tries to answer to these questions that are coming from Italian and foreign companies’ needs. I-Like Machines, an IoT Holonix suite, is thought for producers, maintainers and users that want to have real-time information about their machine functioning, to monitor them and to intervene promptly if any malfunction or alarm come. Thanks to a gateway, placed on-board customers’ machines, solution is able to gather and transmit data to I-Like Machines. Once information are collected, how is it possible to have value from them? Very often, companies don’t know how to manage a big amount of data. Data could generate value also for those who don’t have physically the source (for example, machine producers and maintainers themselves). In order to create new procedures and rules to define corrective, preventive and predictive maintenance, it’s necessary to create value from analysis of all information gathered from machines. Holonix is working at algorithms, developed applying technologies as Big Data and Artificial Intelligence, specified for a model machine or a single machine, to define rules to predict breakdown, malfunctions, etc.

How this represent value for several types of companies and operators?

Machine producers could monitor more than one machine, having a fleet management system. More machines are connected, more data are gathered and it’s possible to speak about big data. Each machine is inserted in the system with a detailed of each characteristic and each geo-location. These details enable a monitoring in time and space of machines even after their sale. Producers could know their machines behaviour, registering defects to improve the product itself, supporting also user in maintenance activities.

Users interact with I-Like Machines, it’s possible to register all maintenance activities and track what happens during production to monitor what could interact with production lines functioning.

Maintainer tracks corrective, preventive actions and with data gathered work to predictive maintenance.
Holonix experience in this sector is growing thanks to his participation to several European projects. In ZBre4k (https://www.z-bre4k.eu/) project, main objective is a platform creation about predictive maintenance where decrease failures, unexpected events and extend production systems duration. Thanks to several case of study, represented by three European companies: Gestamp, Spanish automotive components producer; Philips Holland and SACMI, an Italian company producing machine to produce pottery, beverage, packs, etc., Holonix has the possibility to test and improve day by day his I-Like Machines suite. New functionalities have been introduced to answer to maintenance needs and to predictive maintenance requirements. It’s necessary to follow methodologies as functional test, negative test, usability test, maintainability and security evaluations to define companies’ KPI on which build and base interventions.

ZBre4k project enables I-Like Machine to be part of a more complex system, forefront in this sector. Holonix is able to take more know-how and competences to a continuous improvement of his solution.

I-Like Machine is an ideal solution for all companies that want to have value from data and that want to start from them an innovation process.

The original text in Italian is available at the following link: https://www.holonix.it/i-like-machines-e-il-valore-dei-dati/